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Article 53

eAdditiol PTiciples Govex'.-rdr-utory _Agemets
Members undertake to adhere to the following principal governing

regulatory agreements in addition to those stated in Article 51:

1. Me.bers agree not to enter into any new regulatory agreement unless

it h.- been reordanceew by a Ccmi'rence called in accrerdanc -ith

Article 49. revertheless Meibers stbstantially inte-ested in the

production and consummoditn of or trade in a particular comviity may

proceed by direct negotiating to the conclusion of an agreement, provided

shat it confarms to the orh r provisiona of this Chspter, if theze-has

been unreasotuble delay in the proceedings of the Slady Group or of

the CorTodity Conference.

2. Such agreements shall be designed to assure the availability of

supplies adequate at al[ times for world demand at reasonable fand
stab: 7 prices]r, remunerative to efficient producerL.

3. Under sach agreements participating countries which are largely

depindent for consumptionhan imports of the commodity involved shill,

in leterminations made relating to substantive matterr, have together

a voice equal to that of those counties largely interested in obtaining

export markets forunhe cc=0odity, provided that those co"-tries which

are largely interested in the cornodity but which do not fall precisely

under either of the above categories, shall, according to their interests

under the circumstances, habe an apcropriate voice within one or coth

categories.
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categories without altering the equality between the two.

4. Such arrangements shall, with due regard to the need during a period.

of charge for preventing serious economic and social dislocation and to

the position of producing areas which may be suffering from abnormal

and temporary disabilities, make appropriate provision to afford

increasing opportunities for satisfying world requirements from sources

from which such requirements can be supplied most effectively and

economically.

5. Participating countries shall formulate and adopt a programme of

economic adjustment believed to be adequate to ensure substantial

progress toward solution of the problem within the time limits of the

agreement.

NOTES

1. Concerning paragraph 2 of Article 53, it was decided to include in the

Report, that the Delegate for Cuba asked that a "reasonable price" should

not be a price which does not cover the costs of production.

2. The Delegates for Australia and New Zealand wished to include in the

Report the fact that they were of the opinion that the text of Article 53,

paragraph 3 should be within square brackets because the transfer from

Article 51 constituted a substantive change. .

The Delegate for the United Kinhis reserved hMs position concerning

the trn.sfer.

3. It tm3 decided to include in the Report tme suggestion rade by the

Delegate for Chile concerning the text of Article 53, paragraph 3, and a

note to the effect that it was the understanding of some delegates "that

other stipulations of the Charter covered any legitimate interests the

Chilean aeandment was mo=4t to cover".


